August 19, 2017
To: Dennis Jaeger, Forest Supervisor
From: Greg Warren
Subject: Medicine Bow Landscape Vegetation Analysis Scoping Comments – 82 FR 33865
Comments submitted: https://cara.ecosystem-management.org/Public/CommentInput?Project=51255
Your comment has been received by our system on 8/19/2017; Your letter ID is 51255-2010-14.
Dear Mr. Jaeger,
Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the Notice of Intent to prepare an Environmental Impact
Statement for the LaVA project. I agree that, “Mortality from the mountain pine beetle epidemic and
other forest health concerns are visible almost everywhere on the Medicine Bow-Routt National
Forests… The mountain pine beetle epidemic, other insect and diseases, changing weather conditions,
and forest succession have created hundreds of thousands of acres of tree mortality in all forest types on
the Brush Creek/Hayden and Laramie Ranger Districts. Natural regeneration is occurring, but the dead
trees increase fuel loading, put communities at risk, and threaten other values including water collection
and storage infrastructure, recreation opportunities, wildlife habitats and future timber production.”
I would add that, “Extensive road construction and fire suppression has added to a complex management
situation that must be addressed. Furthermore, amendments to the 2003 Forest Plan have not kept pace
with the changed conditions on the Medicine Bow National Forest.”
In response to, “What needs to be done?” I believe that the 2003 Forest Plan must be revised by 2018 (or
ASAP) as envisioned by the National Forest Management Act (NFMA) to revise a Plan every 10 to 15
years. Revision is the appropriate place to address forest-wide changed conditions for designated areas
and multiple-use programs and resources. The revised plan would establish programmatic direction for
the next 10 to 15 years for the Medicine Bow National Forest. The LaVA project could be developed in
concert with the revised plan to address site-specific project planning for elements of the envisioned
LaVA vegetation management project as described in a revised plan implementation schedule.
Planning processes as described in the NFMA regulations and policy, NEPA CEQ regulations, the
National Trails System Act as implemented through the Continental Divide National Scenic Trail
(CDNST) Comprehensive Plan and policy, and other planning related laws and regulations would be the
best and most defensible approach to prescribe management direction for the changed Medicine Bow
National Forest landscape.
The Scoping document describes that, “The Landscape Vegetation Analysis is a large scale, conditionbased NEPA analysis that will produce one decision to authorize vegetation management on the Sierra
Madre and Snowy Range Mountain Ranges for the next 10-15 years. The LaVA is using the best
available information to describe conditions and locations that would benefit from mechanical,
prescribed fire, or hand treatments to reduce fuels and restore forest resiliency. Condition-based NEPA
means that while the range of treatments authorized will be described and analyzed in an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS), specific treatment locations and methods will be determined during
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implementation rather than during NEPA planning. Surveys and prescriptions will be based on
conditions observed in the field, and will provide site information in a more appropriate timeframe than
we have been able to achieve in the past. Boundaries for treatment units will be based on logical natural
or management features identified on the ground rather than during office mapping. Project checklists
will be used to identify appropriate information needed during implementation, and District Rangers will
have the responsibility to ensure that design features and resource surveys are in place before individual
projects proceed. The LaVA provides adaptability and flexibility in the face of uncertainty and rapidly
changing conditions.”
This discussion suggests that the processes being proposed will be inconsistent with planning
requirements found in directives FSH 1909.12 and NEPA 40 CFR 1500-1508 and 36 CFR 220. The
DEIS must clearly describe, using accepted planning terminology, how the planning team is following
established planning processes. In addition, future discussions should describe the relationship between
the proposed programmatic analyses and decisions, and the use of CEs to implement site-specific
actions.
The scoping document describes that, “Intended goals of the project include, but are not limited to, using
tree cutting and/or prescribed burning to: make areas more resilient to future disturbance; restore, and
enhance forest ecosystem components; supply forest products to local industries; provide for human
safety; reduce wildfire risk to communities, infrastructure, and municipal water supplies; and improve,
protect, and restore wildlife habitat. Proposed actions in the LaVA project area are authorized under two
titles of the Healthy Forests Restoration Act.”
I would add for any restoration proposal (and Purpose and Need NEPA description), regardless of
authorization authority, the need to maintain or restore if appropriate the resource conditions for which
designated areas were established, including Wilderness, Wild and Scenic Rivers, and National Scenic
Trails. The scoping document clearly describes conditions that warrant the development of a revised
Forest Plan to provide for integrated resource management and to protect designated areas.
The scoping document describes that, “The majority of the LaVA project area is authorized for
treatment under Title I of the Healthy Forests Restoration Act of 2003… [and] is also authorized under
Title VI of the HFRA, Section 602(d).”
The CDNST is not mentioned in the scoping document, but it should be noted that HFRA authorities are
not applicable to the CDNST management corridor as depicted on the map in Appendix A. The
National Trails System Act, Section 7(c), does not necessarily prohibit, but does restrict the removal of
vegetation to only those actions that would not substantially interfere with the nature and purposes of a
National Scenic or Historic Trail. The action would need to be consistent with the CDNST
Comprehensive Plan and related policies.
The Healthy Forests Restoration Act (HFRA), as amended, authorized management actions to address
vegetation issues, which is described in part below:


An authorized hazardous fuel reduction project shall be conducted consistent with the resource
management plan and other relevant administrative policies or decisions applicable to the Federal
land covered by the project (16 U.S.C. 6512(b)). Furthermore, the Secretary is not authorized to
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conduct a hazardous fuel reduction project that would occur on … (2) Federal land on which the
removal of vegetation is prohibited or restricted by Act of Congress or Presidential proclamation….
Section 104(a) describes that except as otherwise provided in this title, the Secretary shall conduct
authorized hazardous fuel reduction projects in accordance with—(1) the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969; and (2) other applicable laws.
Under section 603, an insect and disease project may be categorically excluded from documentation
in an environmental assessment or an environmental impact statement and exempt from predecisional objections. However, section 603 CE may not be used in areas where vegetation removal
is restricted.

The scoping document describes that, “The Forest Service proposes to conduct vegetation management
activities on NFS lands, including inventoried roadless areas, within the Sierra Madre and Snowy Range
Mountain Ranges of the Medicine Bow National Forest. The Notice of Intent for the LaVA EIS
described that vegetation management activities, including prescribed fire, mechanical, and hand
treatment methods, could be applied to 150,000 – 350,000 acres within the designated Treatment
Opportunity Areas (615,230 acres, see Map 3) to protect, restore and enhance forest ecosystem
components; reduce wildfire risk to communities and municipal water supplies; supply forest products
to local industries; and improve, protect, and restore wildlife habitat… Constructing not more than 10
miles of new, permanent NFS roads, and/or not more than 600 miles of temporary road, as necessary, to
access treatment areas; no more than 100 miles of temporary road would be open at any given time. The
final assessment of temporary road needs has not been determined and could be more or less…
Developing checklists, standards, protocols, and monitoring requirements in the environmental impact
statement to guide project implementation… Treatments would be authorized for a 10-year period
beginning in 2018 and would be completed within approximately 15 years of the project decision….”
The Healthy Forests Restoration Act does not supplant the requirements of the National Forest
Management Act. The changed conditions identified in the scoping notice clearly identify the need to
revise the Medicine Bow Forest Plan ASAP, and as envisioned by NFMA, following the processes
described in FSH 1909.12. The actions described above must be greatly limited until plan revision is
complete. In addition, any vegetation management project decision must be supported with site-specific
analyses.
The attached document titled, “Continental Divide Trail Planning Handbook,” is included as a reference
for the planning team and responsible official. The document describes considerations and processes for
providing for the nature and purposes of this National Scenic Trail.
Thank you for accepting and considering these comments and recommendations.
Greg Warren
Golden, Colorado
NSTrail.org
Attachment – Continental Divide Trail Planning Handbook
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Appendix A - LaVA Project CDNST Corridor Map
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